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Release Notes 2017-01-12
Config db ntf: 20170112111600

Analyze db ntf: 20160902123400
Help db ntf: 20170112111600 / Content: 20170112111600

Windows Version: 5.0.24 :: MAC OS X Version: 2.0.51 :: Linux Version: 2.0.52
Eclipse Plugin: 2.9.2

Major Improvements: Fix for Cloud Onboarding, critical fix for replicator page roaming databases management

General Notes

Supported IBM Lotus Notes releases: 5.x, 6.x, 7.x, 8.x, up to 9.0.1 including the IBM Notes Browser Plugin and ICAA.
(Administrators need at least IBM Lotus Notes 8.x clients, the new chart functionality requires at least version 9.x for both client and 
server. Selected administrative tasks, such as Online Update, also require Microsoft Windows)
Supported client-side operating systems: Microsoft Windows XP, 2003, 2008, Vista, 7, 8, 10, and Citrix/WTS, Apple Intel Mac OS X 10.5-
10.10 (Leopard, Snow Leopard, Lion, Mountain Lion, Mavericks, Yosemite), Linux
Supported server-side operating systems: any supported by IBM (operating system independent)
NOTE: Support is limited for platform and release combinations not supported by IBM

Linux & Mac OS X: Eclipse Management, Skinning, Realtime, Zip/Unzip and Attachment Blocking are not available on Linux or Mac OS X;
Citrix, Linux & Mac OS X: the MarvelClient Upgrade module is only available on Windows (=not on Citrix, Linux or Mac OS X)
MarvelClient on Mac OS X and Linux does not support the runtypes "Before Login - Init", "After Login - After Write", "On first server 
access", "Background - Init" and "Background" - any such actions must be set to run at a different supported runtype, e.g. "After Login"

IMPORTAN
T NOTES

This release contains select important updates highlighted in red

Configuration Database

FIX In the Replicator Page (System) action the option "Roaming Entries" is now limited to DLLs >= 5.0.24. This is to prevent a bug from 
occuring which sometimes leads to a Notes client hang.

FIX Fixed a bug where the IBM Cloud Onboarding for Mail Selective action would switch to another form after the first time it is saved.

FIX Fixed a bug where an action button for Cloud Onboarding would show up in the wrong places

Analyze Database

MC Analyze - No Changes -

MarvelClient Help

UPDATE Updated release notes

MarvelClient Upgrade

MCUpgrad
e (5.4.2)

- No Changes -

Eclipse Plugin

MC Eclipse 
Plugin 
(2.9.2)

- No Changes -

.DLL Updates (Windows)

FIX (5.0.22) Fixed and issue in the zip encryption dialog where the customized explanation text would change back to the default.

FIX (5.0.23) Fixed an issue where on premise mail file detection didn't consider info from current location.

FIX (5.0.24) Fixed an issue where managing (create and remove) the replicator page entries for roaming databases causes the client to hang 
sometimes.

FIX / 
CHANGE 
(5.0.24)

Added a new INI variable: ini:MC_DoNotLoadForProcesses
It allows to specify a list of notes processes where the MarvelClient DLL will not be loaded.

Example:
MC_DoNotLoadForProcesses=ntspk32.exe,othertool.exe

This helps with an issue where the DLL update action does not work because some other Notes process has loaded the DLL in a way 
that locks the file (and prevents MC from replacing it with a newer version)
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.dylib Updates (Mac OS X)

.dylib 
(2.0.51)

- No Changes -

.so Updates (Linux)

.so (2.0.52) - No Changes -
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